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Executive Summary 
This summary defines the future technical path and associated vision of 

Threedeemee with a goal to assist the understanding of the status of the company, 

the rationale for addressing initially the online garment retail market sector and 

belatedly the Non-Fungible Token (NFT) market sector. Finally, Threedeemee’s intent 

is defined given future direction of online sales and the expectations of growth in the 

metaverse and crypto markets where market followers are anticipating a 10 x to 20 x 

ROI over the coming 18 months as the Bear Markets starts to get more Bullish. 

Threedeemee Limited was founded in 2017 with a vision to be the ‘go to company’ for 

avatars in a person own image. The business objectives have been to create core 

technology enabling an accurate measurement system to be developed that 

automatically creates body measurement charts and subsequently an avatar in a 

person’s own image. This all from just a ten second video of the customer using any 

smart devise. This technology was initially focused on the online garment sector to 

address the main cost issue they have, “returns”, caused by customers returning 

articles because either garments do not fit, or once the customer tries them on, they 

did not look good on them! Online garment sales are a U$136B retail sector and 

returns are running at some 30-70%, seriously depressing margins 

However due to Covid 19, Threedeemee were forced to pause our core technology 

development to reduce costs and focus on the animation department, creating digital 

assets such as avatars, garments and accessories for online fitting rooms used by 

bespoke tailors, and fashion designers. This has been a good success however, in 

Q3 2021 the main revenue streams were coming from creating the same digital assets 

for crypto marketplaces that adopted emerging technologies much faster than the 

retail world. Online retailers of luxury goods have started to become interested in the 

future of the metaverse with sales of digital assets, along with the actual products, 

being viewed in Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) spaces such as, 

meeting venues, shopping malls, art galleries as well as in the real world of getting 
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dressed and walking down the street in the apparel they purchase. However, retailers 

still need to address their main cost issue of returns and in a growing digital world this 

will be with a digital solution. In addition, crypto markets resolve the concern of digital 

assets being copied and trade and copyrights being ignored. 

At this point our animation department have already produced, what we believe to be, 

the first fully functional Web2 to Web3 integration platform for online retailers, artists, 

and celebrities wishing to sell digital assets such as Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs). 

This enables retailers to create and buyers to make virtual tours of events, stores, or 

galleries within their websites. Retailers and asset owners can also create their 

products as digital assets to sell on NFT marketplaces such as Solsea, using crypto 

currencies and purchase actual products from within their websites with FIAT 

currencies.  

An example of Threedeemee’s Web2 virtual gallery is in the link below where our 

client, Rudolf Reither, is displaying his unique digital artwork. Selling of such works is 

facilitated by crypto markets. 

 

 

https://relaunch.artgallery.at/ 

Threedeemee Funding 

 

Threedeemee are seeking £500,000 GBP of funding in return for a 12.5% stake in 

Threedeemee to complete its core avatar technology and create its own crypto 

marketplace using the Solana Block chain for added security. This is to reduce online 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
https://relaunch.artgallery.at/
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returns  in online Web2 sites as well as sell high value goods in the Metasphere and 

crypto marketplaces. Threedeemee will follow all the UK Financial Conduct Authority 

(FCA) regulations in raising funds with AML and KYC regulations and all investors are 

made dually aware of the risks involved in investing in equity shares. Threedeemee 

is EIS approved. Funds will be used for the Following purposes: 

Note: Threedeemee will open a fully owned Threedeemee offshore subsidiary for the 

Crypto Marketplace in line with other companies to mitigate any sudden changes in 

government regulations. Threedeemee will then gift all Investors who have invested 

in Threedeemee (up to the end of this round only) free Threedeemee  Crypto Tokens 

relative to their shareholding in Threedeemee. The big difference between our funding 

intentions to that of many Crypto Marketplaces is, Threedeemee will be issuing actual 

equity shares in an established UK company plus gifting up to 450,000,000 of the 

anticipated 1,000,000,000 Threedeemee Tokens to the investors and Key personnel 

leaving the remainder open to trading on the platform. Investor will have the vested 

rights to Trade/sell a percentages of their tokens over the following 3 years at which 

time they will be able to trade their tokens as they wish! 

1/ Complete Threedeemee’s Core technology (Fully Completed in 6 months 

of Funding) 

Phase 3 of Threedeemee’s core technology has so far been created in three phases 

but requires circa an additional 3 months to kickstart and complete a commercially 

viable prototype of the scanning system and automated avatar creation to conclude 

phase 3. This technology derives measurement of a person’s body to create an 

accurate measurement chart and automatically creates an avatar once a customer 

uploads a ten second video of themselves rotating 360% on the spot using any smart 

device. The present accuracy of the measurement chart and avatars is circa 2% i.e., 

in line with ready to wear retail garments. This technology will then be added to the 

online shopping platforms as well as the improved Metasphere and crypto 

marketplace online shopping experiences.  

Phase 4 of development will take approximately 6 months from funding to update the 

core technology, to develop an animated premium avatar in the customer’s own image 

with an accuracy of the scanning system of circa 1% using AI and ML technologies. 

The avatar will use the derived measurement chart from the core technology to create 

good physical likeness and most importantly the exact physical measurements of the 

customer, while exact physical likeness will be offered for a premium subscription. 

The intent is to match the avatar in the customers own image, with the optimum 

retailers’ manufactured garment size. For retailers, the avatars will, at the request of 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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the customer, be embedded in the retailer’s website. Sales, delivery and return 

processes will be those developed and owned by the retailer. 

2/    Develop a Crypto Marketplace: (Complete in 3 months of funding) 

Threedeemee does not own a crypto marketplace currently (such as Solseas) where 

access to block-chain technology enables secure transactions, contracting and 

payments using blockchains of Solana and Ethereum. Thus, the seller presently pays 

Solsea a 2% to 4% commissions to host these NFTs and Solana is paid gas fees for 

every transaction made.  

The blockchain technology is however available to chosen developers who can 

integrate Solana CLI that allows them to interact with the Solana blockchain via the 

command line. This saves a lot of time, expense and makes sense to create a 

Threedeemee crypto marketplace using the Solana Blockchain that gives substantial 

security benefits while Threedeemee get all the additional revenue streams that go 

with launching our own marketplace.  

The schematic below shows how one person (Antonia Forster) describes the new 

Metaverse internet  

 

 

It is clear: 

- Ownership (and trade/copy right) ownership will be addressed far more 

efficiently (you need crypto markets and block-chain technology to achieve 

this) 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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- Avatars, preferably in your own image, will be omnipresent (this is our core 

technology) 

- The marketplace will be retail, social and gaming (we have experience in retail 

and gaming) 

- The digital environment will be spatial… (we have experience in AR and other 

technologies) 

- Immersive (we have experience in tracking) 

Thus, setting up a crypto marketplace is likely, in our opinion, to be an essential 

requirement and the established methodology to achieve this would be to issue 

suitable tokens that appeal to the emerging class of investors in such ventures. 

Threedeemee will thus investigate the possibility and optionality of setting up a 

subsidiary company in a suitable regulatory environment whereby existing 

shareholders will be gifted pro-rata circa 40% of the total number of tokens in supply. 

Conclusion 

In parallel to the online garment retailers fighting to maintain market share by reducing 

returns to maintain margins, crypto currencies, and the associated crypto markets and 

the Metasphere are being promoted as the next technical internet revolution. The 

Metasphere will take the current Web2 to Web3 technology and crypto markets and 

crypto currencies will become the place and currency of choice for not only high value 

fashion and accessories but also for digital art, music, historic and sporting 

memorabilia, and other NFTs; in fact, for anything that has value in its trademark and 

or copyright. There is also a market emerging for Fragmented Non-Fungible Tokens 

(FNFT) where high value digital art can be sold as fragments. Think of the Louvre 

selling a limited number of Mona Lisa digital copies (NFTs), either as a complete piece 

of digital art or as fragments (FNFTs) enabling the wider public to buy a piece of 

valuable digital artwork. Think of Gucci selling their latest handbag, both as a digital 

(NFT) version (for an avatar in a person’s own image to carry into the Metasphere) or 

using the physical handbag when active in the real world. The crypto markets enable 

these transactions to be made. 

The stock markets are beginning to recognize the attraction of the relationship 

between physical online Web2 shops and Web3 marketplaces. Avatars in your own 

image will be able to browse, shop and socialize in such AR and VR Metasphere 

locations. In addition, such locations will be a secure place for friends and family to 

meet socially when inability to physically travel is an issue, due to distance, cost, or 

time and when infirmability becomes an issue as people age. Think of digitally hugging 

and sharing a cup of tea with your aged parents. 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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The above is indicating there is a clear overlap between Threedeemee’s current 

technology status and the imminent world of the Metasphere and crypto markets. 

Threedeemee will: 

1) Reduce the cost of returns (running at circa 30-70%) by ensuring the 

garment size was aligned with the customers measurements and being 

able to see the garments in their own Image before purchase. 

2) Increase sales by enabling the customer not having to guess their size and 

to view themselves as an animated avatar wearing their chosen garments.  

3) Ensure high value assets have a traceable sales history and that owners 

trademarks and copyrights are maintained 

4) Enabling payment in Fiat or crypto currency 

Threedeemee are already substantially ahead of many other marketplaces with our 

present Web2 to Web3 integration because (to our knowledge) no other website 

providers or marketplaces are connecting directly from one system to another. We 

are also ahead of most other companies with 7 years of in-house animation 

experience. Threedeemee will be offering a new range of digital contracts which allow 

many more options to the artworld for fragmenting their paintings that are not available 

on any marketplace today. No company has both a scanning system and an avatar 

creator that can work fully automated at this time. 

Threedeemee is convinced the online retail market will take time to transit from Web2 

websites into the Web3 Metasphere and crypto marketplaces and will not stop using 

their online Web2 sites as their main source of online sales. However, they will 

embrace technology that has a solution to their problem of returns being so high and 

their concern on trademark and copyright protection for high value assets.  

Finally, interoperability is key and avatars and currency (Fiat and crypto) will persist 

across all platforms. 

Thus, the need for Threedeemee to expand its current vision and skillsets for avatars 

for the retail market and for NFTs for the art and historic and sporting memorabilia 

market is clear. As is the need to embrace the Metasphere and crypto markets. The 

future is extremely exciting. 

 

Threedeemee Retail & NFT Opportunities 

Threedeemee Limited is a UK registered business entity founded by Cherlie and 

Victor Watson in November 2015. Threedeemee is led by Cherlie Watson our CEO 

and supported by experienced senior managers, now retired from international 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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operations, and who now wish to further expand their entrepreneurial activities by 

supporting and mentoring Cherlie in the Threedeemee project. 

Vision  
Threedeemee’s vision is to be the best-in-class place to go to for avatars in a 

person’s own image that can be integrated into any VR/AR/MR platform or Web3 

marketplace. 

While several Victual and Mixed Reality platforms have been created over the past 

few years such as Microsoft AltspaceVR https://altvr.com/  their avatars in a person’s 

own image are less than impressive to say the least. Threedeemee have been 

creating 3d avatars in a person’s own image and products since 2017 for the online 

retail sector. Recently we have been focused on proving the market in the first two 

quarters of 2022 and early revenues are now coming in after the transition to the NFT 

digitalised world, however additional investment is required to scale Threedeemee 

business model to complete the fully automated core technology within the next 6 to 

9 months. The movie Avatar 2 expected in Dec ’22 will create further interest. 

Core Technology 

Threedeemee’s core technology is to generate an avatar in a person’s own image 

that as so far been created in 3 phases but requires circa an additional 3 months to 

fully complete the scanning system. This technology derives measurement of a 

person’s body to create an accurate measurement chart that automatically creates an 

avatar in the persons own image once a customer uploads a 10 second video of them 

rotating 360% on the spot using any smart phone. 

Phase 4 of development will take approximately 6 months from funding to update the 

Web 3 Marketplace, using an open-source Virtual Reality (VR) Platform, to assist the 

development of the premium avatar in the customer’s own image. This will allow clientnts 

to attend virtual meeting, go into virtual spaces such as shopping centres, sporting 

venues or social events. The avatar will use the derived measurement chart from the 

core technology to create exact physical likeness and most importantly the exact physical 

measurements of the customer within 1% accuracy.. The intent is to match the avatar in 

the customers own image, with the optimum retailers’ manufactured garment size. 

Customers will be able to meet their friends and family in virtual spaces of the metaverse. 

Market Situation 

At the time of writing this business plan the global financial markets are in a turmoil 

and expected to enter (are in) a bear market over the coming months. However, 

blockchain technology, cryptocurrencies and stock markets will start to rebound at 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
https://altvr.com/
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some time in the not-too-distant future. While many start-ups will not survive the 

downturn mainly due to being highly leveraged at this time, some investors are looking 

for companies who will be ready to react to the next bull market and take advantages 

to the potential rewards on ROI. While many non-product related NFTs (non-fungible 

tokens) may not be around by the end of 2022, those who are will become the critical 

infrastructure in marrying analogue and digital realities on our way to establishing 

metaverses that will become digital extensions of our analogue worlds. The movie 

“Avatar 2” in Dec 2022 is anticipated to create an even greater demand for improved 

avatars in a person’s own image to what presently exists. The traditional online 

shopping experience for retailors, methods of selling art and sports memorabilia has 

changed forever with the arrival of digitization and tokenization enabled by blockchain 

technology.  

Threedeemee Metasphere 

Threedeemee Metasphere was launched in late 2021 as part of this revolution for the 

tokenization of media assets: art, music, videos, digital sportive memorabilia as more 

and more celebrities and retailors are looking at digitising their online products. This 

will allow customers to buy the digital Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT) products for use in 

Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality platforms (VR/AR/MR) as well as redeem the 

physical products to their doorstep for free. Artist’s sculptors, musician and video 

creators are just a few of the sectors that are striving to stay with the new era of 

digitization. Sporting Celebrities have always had physical products in their revenue 

stream, such as, baseball cards and memorabilia. Fans love their icons and will do 

anything to connect with them, share them, be identified with them and be a part of 

their story. Fortunately, the opportunities to do this digitally by creating a blockchain 

technology Web3 platform are available.  

Threedeemee are presently discussing with several sports celebrities and artists to 

create both NFTs for their lessor expensive pieces of memorabilia or Art as well of a 

Fractional Non-Fungible Token (FNFT) for the more expensive pieces. We are 

presently commissioned by a Vienna based artist “Mr Rudolf Reither” who has three 

such paintings that he wishes to sell digitally. At this time, we have started the 

digitisation of the first painting “Towers of Babel” in preparation for a launch once the 

crypto market is felt to have bottomed out. This painting will be sold as 480 Fragments 

(FNFTs) with a floor price of $120 USD each at the time of launch! 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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Click this link for an Reither Art Gallery video of Threedeemee FNFT 

  

Early revenues from additional celebrities and artists work will enable a global 

marketing campaign to increase the brand name of Threedeemee to a new level as 

we expand into the digital world. Investment revenues and agreed commissions from 

the sale of NFTs and FNFTs will be pivotal to complete the core technology of 

Threedeemee of a scanning system that creates a measurement chart and avatars in 

a customer’s own image within 3 months. Thereafter Threedeemee intend to create 

a new Web3 Marketplace with VR stores within the following 6 months, supported 

with the launch of additional works of art that are also on offer to Threedeemee over 

the following year with set commission rates of 2% to 4% of sales. 

Other prominent clients of Threedeemee are in similar positions of creating sporting 

and art marketplaces that include, PlayonPro and NFTWorkx. Note: Mr Viv Anderson 

MBE (CEO of PlayonPro) was the first Black international player to play for the English 

Soccer Team and has over 500 ex professional Sports Ambassadors on his platform, 

Viv had a very successful career in UK football playing for Manchester United, 

Nottingham Forrest and Arsenal amongst other clubs and Threedeemee are currently 

working with him and other UK sports celebrities. Threedeemee are also working with 

NFTWorkx on additional sporting celebrities in the rugby club league? for NFT work 

as well as a renowned European sculptor. 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
https://relaunch.artgallery.at/
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Checkout: https://threedeemee.com/ & https://threedeemee.com/nft-marketplace/ 

The future intent of Threedeemee is develop their own NFT and Virtual Reality 

marketplace that incorporates our core technology so clients and create their own 

avatars and go digital shopping anywhere in the metaverse. 

Threedeemee’s transformation from just online shopping to the Metaverse as 

additional opportunities for the use of avatars have become even more apparent. The 

world of Web3 and crypto currency markets (although volatile), have progressed 

hugely over the last few years and the introduction of NFTs to the digital markets have 

been phenomenal. Threedeemee are now in early revenues supporting several Digital 

Marketplaces that require animation services and marketing support with NFTs for the 

sporting, digital art as well as the traditional online retail sectors. 

The intention is to complete Threedeemee’s core technology and then create a VR 

digital marketplace to open a highly profitable and viable stream of revenues for the 

most iconic brands in retail and legendary names in sports, entertainment, and 

culture. Whenever possible we look to incentivise clients to create NFTs combining 

the physical with the digital products. Our plan is that this will be built on the Solana 

or similar Blockchain technology, making it easy to scale as such major blockchains 

fixes the problem of scalability, security and decentralisation. 

Threedeemee’s main objective is to push the mass adoption of blockchain technology 

and cryptocurrencies to everyday users in the retail NFT sectors, ensuring 

Threedeemee is the first choice when creating avatars in a person’s own image, 

collecting, and selling digital products such as NFTs for use in virtual reality platforms 

across the internet. The platform will be developed with easy-to-use interfaces in 

mind, that enables anyone with little or no experience to create to buy products such 

as garments, shoes, and accessories. Their digital NFTs with be use on their avatars 

and use online in any VR space while the real products will be redeemed free charged 

and deliver to their door for when the customer wish to go out in the real world. 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
https://threedeemee.com/
https://threedeemee.com/nft-marketplace/
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Threedeemee Market strategy will be actively running several social media 

campaigns across every social media platform, this will include paid for posts from 

influencers with many followers. We will also deploy PPC (Pay Per Click) digital 

advertising these ads will be targeted to groups of users based on demographics, 

interest in topics, or other data gathered we find suitable. 

E-Commerce Digital Opportunities 

Many online retailers are now looking for a way to create avatars in a customer’s own 

image with accurate measurement charts in a VR shopping environment or to selling 

NFTs of their products such as garments, bags, shoes, and other accessories in 

digital marketplaces such as OpenSea, Magic Edan or Rarible (the top 3 

Marketplaces). However newer marketplaces such as Solsea, using the Solana 

blockchain, who do not have expensive gas fees are rapidly catching up. 

Threedeemee’s marketplace will allow clients to buy in cryptocurrencies such as 

Solana, USD-C USDT so they can redeem their actual products, delivered to their 

doorstep in line with the vision of Mark Zuckerberg’s Meta Verse. The future of 

purchasing both digital products that can be used on your own avatar in the digital 

world as you go on your digital meeting as well as dressing in the original products to 

go out in the real world is a fast-approaching reality. 

Business Model/Value Proposition 

Business Model 

1) Threedeemee initially approached the business model by reviewing the actual 

accounts from a large global online retailer (the largest was ASOS and the 

smallest then of the top 5 was Boden), and then calculated the increase in 

sales required to get the same financial net result as they had before the 

addition of Threedeemee technology and associated costs, i.e. their 

breakeven. 

2) Threedeemee will also offer direct marketing opportunities to content creators 

via an in-built native advertising CRM. Cost for this service will be calculated 

when factors such as advert placement, size and type are considered. For 

example, a content creator can pay a certain amount and any content they 

wish to promote will show higher or at the very top of the marketplace - In a 

similar way to how Realtor and Investment platform advertisements work, 

commissions have been estimated in the financial forecasts. 

3) We then added our Threedeemee costs to the retailers’ costs for diverse 

licence fees/month + commission costs/garment. 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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4) The costs to digitalize the retail garments was assumed at the cost of 

Threedeemee. 

5) Conclusion: 

a) The world's first and largest NFT marketplace OpenSea surpassed $27.5 

billion in sales volume for 2021 with average daily fee revenue amounting to 

$4.2 million. The company has over 600,000 users according to OpenSea's 

website, and states it saw a 600-fold increase in transaction volume last year. 

While the average selling price of a nonfungible token has declined to just 

under $2,000 which has been the basis for the transaction fees per sales of 

NFTs at 2%. 

b) NFT and Virtual Reality store revenues are based on outsourced animation 

work on a cost-plus basis. However similar arrangements to the Online Fitting 

Rooms can also be arrange (as below)! 

c) Online retail fitting rooms: The increase in sales with a £50K licence and 

2% commission additional costs to enable the same net % bottom line was 

circa 4% (at an Average Order Value of £35) This we saw as extremely 

attractive as the expectation, based on trials of competitors, was 10-20% 

increase in sales.  

d) The additional large savings of reduced return costs has not been factored 

in. 

e) We took these rates as the basis for our BP earning 6 clients over a period 

of a few years. 

f) The finding revealed that the breakeven point for individual retail clients 

was an increase of 4% in revenues is required to cover the charges of 

Threedeemee as above! 

g) This did not consider the savings on reducing returns by up to 50%. 

Financial forecast 

Based on a very conservative “Cash Flow” basis only: financial forecasts are as 

follows: Threedeemee opened their fourth round of fundraise for an investment of 

£500,000 could be open from the 1st Sept 2022 for 6 months until the 31st March 

2023 or until the target is met, or cashflow is sufficient to at which time this round will 

be closed.  

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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Exit Strategy  

At a point in the future, when the business has grown sufficiently and generated 
significant profitability, the intent will be for Threedeemee Limited to organize the 
opportunity for an option to sell Threedeemee Limited in its entirety or as independent 
departments, as a going concern/s; including any associated IP, contracts and 
resources. 

 

Core Technology 
Due to the advances in animation, WebGL to Web3, Video, Android and iPhone 
technology, the Threedeemee technical team can generate advanced algorithms that 
allows individuals (customers) to create 3D avatars of themselves. This is being 
achieved using most kinds of video devices, such as webcams, laptops, tablets, and 
smart phones, that enables a person to create an avatar of themselves at a minimal cost 
in just a few minutes compared to what traditionally took at least one day using 
expensive 3D scanning cameras. Once the avatar is created it will be used in a retailer’s 
(clients) online website where the customer will have the ability to try on clothes or in the 
use of online gaming where an individual will be able to create their own image and enter 
a gaming platform. For the retail sector this will enable customers to see themselves 
dressed in their chosen apparel as an avatar ‘in their own image’. Specifically, the intent 
is to create the avatar in the customer’s own image with their exact physical dimensions 
and then match those measurements with the optimum retailers manufactured garment 
size or exact measurements for bespoke tailoring. Customers will be able to share their 
dressed avatars with family and friends using existing social media platforms such as; 
Line, WhatsApp, Facebook et al to gain feedback before purchasing garments. The 
creation of this platform is anticipated to vastly improve the online shopping experience, 
increase sales and perhaps, most important of all, reduce product returns.  

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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Avatars will be initially created as high-quality 3D animations for use with customers 
devices for online shopping. However, the software platform will be designed to be 
upgradeable for Web3 and VR in the Crypto currency markets. The breakthrough in our 
core technology is available to demonstrate to clients and investors that an avatar in the 
customer’s image can be created within millimetre accuracy from derived measurements 
using just a video clip from any camera devise such as a smartphone, laptops, tablets 
et al! 

The business model is to create avatars in the customer’s own body image at no direct 
cost to the customer and at a minimal cost to the client, with an option of a premium 
avatar, with accurate facial features in addition to accurate body shape and 
measurements that is charged by a subscription amount or a reduced yearly fee to the 
customer. This charge is planned to be in the form of a licence fee or a ‘per use’ 
commission fee or a combination of both.  

Other business opportunities are plentiful such as used in combination with social media 
platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Snap Chat TikTok and LinkedIn. 

Phased Development 
The business opportunity has been developed in stages: 

Pre-funding:  

Threedeemee directors have invested 7 years of sweat equity and associated expenses 

to prove the fundamental algorithms of the technical concept, to investigate the market 

business opportunities and produce as associated business plan and financial model. In 

addition.  

Threedeemee Directors continued to self-fund the start-up of the company and took on 

a £25k GBPs start up loan, followed by 2 friends and family riases of £140,000 for a total 

of about £250,000 so far with a huge amount of sweat equity involved from all directors.  

Threedeemee Limited have been forced to reduce our staff and work remotely since the 

start of Corvid-19 in March 2020 due to Thai Governmental State of Emergency being 

implemented and is expected to remain in place but opening up slowly. Although our 

profession allows for us to work remotely it is never the same as studio life which bring 

together so much creating thinking. Therefor we are in the process of opening a new 

office for Threedeemee Studios Bangkok where the main body of Premium Avatar 

Animation team and Sales and Marketing will take place from.  

The headquarters of Threedeemee will remain in Covent Garden, London run by the 

Chief Opperations Office Mr Mike Mannering and as we expand to North and South 

America the suitable service office facilities will be used to conduct business in each 

country until such time permanent offices make more sense. 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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Research & Development will be undertaken in Threedeemee Studios Bangkok due to 

the availability of highly qualified software engineers and 3D programming personnel 

known to Threedeemee’s founding directors. This alone will allow Threedeemee to bring 

down the cost of development significantly! 

The business opportunity has been developed in 4 stages of which 3 stages are now 

complete: 

Phases 1, 2 and 3 – Consisted of creating avatars, garments accessories, 

configurators and automating the scanning system and the avatar creation 

COMPLETE. 

This reduced the scanning system down to 2 seconds in module one, which creates a 

measurement chart of the person’s body within 2% of accuracy! A second module was 

also created to create the body image of the customer from the measurement chart. 

Threedeemee was forced to pause the core technology due to Covid constraints and to 

reduce cash burn but were able to extensively work on creating 3d visualization of 

garments and automating the 3d configurators for both men and women’s clothing which 

enables integration into an online threedeemee shopping and catalogue products for 

bespoke tailors, activewear and fitting rooms: 

Click to open: 

https://threedeemee.com/bespoke-tailors/ 

https://threedeemee.com/activewear-configurator/ 

https://threedeemee.com/fitting-room-configurator/ 

        

    

http://www.threedeemee.com/
https://threedeemee.com/bespoke-tailors/
https://threedeemee.com/activewear-configurator/
https://threedeemee.com/fitting-room-configurator/
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Threedeemee production configurators as well as other animation products are 

already producing revenues from clients such as Bespoke Tailors, Sportswear 

Manufactures and Ladies Fashion! 

Phase 4 – Final completion of full automation of the core technology and 

commercialization. -- 6 to 9 MONTHS 

This Phase of development will take approximately 6 to 9 months from funding to kick 

start the final stages of the core technology and bring back our engineers after a Covid 

downturn and to update the Web3 platform using a “open source” Virtual Reality (VR) 

platform to create a premium avatar in the customer’s own image that can walk, rotate, 

and sit down. The avatar will use the derived measurement chart from the core 

technology to create exact physical likeness and most importantly the exact physical 

measurements of the customer. The intent is to match the avatar in the customers own 

image, with the optimum retailers’ manufactured garment size. Customers will be able 

to share their dressed avatars with friends and family to obtain feedback using existing 

social media platforms. For retailers the avatars will, at the request of the customer, be 

embedded in the retailer’s website. Sales, delivery and return processes will be those 

developed and owned by the retailer. 

These final months will take place to allow the full commercialization of the product; 

resulting in the creation of 1000s of 3D avatars per which will be fully articulated for 

realistic walking, twirling and garment physics. Additionally, to the catalogue integration, 

Threedeemee has been creating a 3D instore experience with a line of 3D men and 

women’s clothing and accessories for B2C customers to choose from. 

Proposed List of Threedeemee Products and Services 
 

1. Non-Fungible Tokens (NFT): Consist of creating Avatars in the Image of a 
person such as sporting celebrities. Luxury products such as garments and 
accessories like handbags, scarves and shoes for ladies or men. Cultural events 
such as Art, sculptures, and classical cars to mention just a few of the revenue 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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streams for NFTs. 

 

2. Configurator Products: Consists of 3d creation of garments avatars and 
accessories that can be integrated into any Virtual or Augmented Reality platform 
so customers can create their own online garments in 3d. This product is already 
in early revenue and being actively integrated into independent stores such as 
bespoke tailors, fashion designers and sportswear manufacturers.  

 

3. Premium Avatars: This consists of an articulated avatar in the persons own body 
and facial resemblance created by uploading a 10 sec ’selfie video’, a set of facial 
shots and an audio recording of the message they wish to get across. This will 
include an animated 15 second sequence, background and music of your choice 
and a selection of free clothing which is rendered into a short movie. The 
customer will receive all files related to the 3d production in Maya, 3ds Max or 
.obj file format along with a fully rendered video. Additional time to achieve this 
process is required especially if the animation process exceeds 15 second but 
should be completed in 2 to 3 hours. Extra add-on such as Lip Sync and body 
enhancements are available are available in our online asset catalogue:  
https://threedeemee.com/create-your-own-avatar/ 
 

4. Instore experience: The vision consists of creating avatars in the persons own 
body and facial resemblance by uploading a 10 sec ’selfie video’, and taking an 
online facial capture of the customer so they can enter any VR event such as a 
commercial store. The stores can be created in the client’s own brand and design 
or from a set on 3D setting for all types of customers. The individual avatar will be 
able to choose clothes from racks, trying them on, and walk around the store in 
sequences of twirling sitting and poses. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyLOonBgqss&list=PLoY4JFLXnn_-
rtHdLK2DRcoaE2D-W48bK 
 

 
 

 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
https://threedeemee.com/create-your-own-avatar/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyLOonBgqss&list=PLoY4JFLXnn_-rtHdLK2DRcoaE2D-W48bK
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyLOonBgqss&list=PLoY4JFLXnn_-rtHdLK2DRcoaE2D-W48bK
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Development Financing 
Phase one to two funding were completed by raising funds totalling +£250,000 from 
various forms, such as: non interest bearing director loans £100K , a £25K Start-up loan, 
and £140K a friends and family equity raise as well as a huge amount of sweat equity 
that the directors have contributed over the last 4 years. 

Threedeemee is now open to investors, this round for rapid scaling of Threedeemee 
core technology to meet client demands as of the 1st Sept 2022 and will close by 31st 
Mar 2023 for a raise of an additional £500K that will consist of: 
 
A private equity raise on Threedeemee website 

• Duration 6 months (this round will be closed no later than the 31st Mar 2023! 
• Pre-emptive rights apply 
• Pre-money Valuation £3,500,000 
• Target of £500,000 
• Equity 12.5% 
• Minimal Investment £1,000 
• Minimal Target £20,000 (This amount enables funds to be accessed) 
• Maximum Target £500,000 (Round Closed) 
• If the Minimum Target has been reached, but if the Maximum Target is not, the 

shares will be issued based on the prorated proportionate equity. 
• No Over Funding, 

EIS Tax relief 
Threedeemee has just recently received SEIS/EIS approval as an EIS qualifying trade 
and will be applying for EIS approval again for all investors who wish EIS tax relief at 
the end of this round of fundraising. 
 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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Thailand Board of Investment (BOI) 
Threedeemee has been approved by the BOI in Thailand which offers many Tax and 

None Tax advantages of setting an animation Studio in Thailand including no 

corporation tax for 8 years and the ability to hire as many expatriates as we require etc. 

To : Victor Watson  

It is our pleasure to inform you that the investment promotion application No E630125 

submitted on February 7, 2020 was approved on March 22, 2021.  

        

                                  Office of Board of Investment  

 

Three Year Financial Projections 

The revenue projections and cash flow results reflect the potential Cash Flows 

and trading positions of the Threedeemee online-retail Avatar project. (These figures 

are supported by a full set of individual cash flow excel work sheets and are 

available on request). 

Sales Revenue Assumptions 

To provide a logical support base for the Revenue project – the following approach 

was adapted. 

Threedeemee researched the annual turnover of eleven major UK and EU registered 

retailers 

From finding under above it was determined that a realistic approach would be needed 

to forecast: 

Revenues 

(a) NFTs are presently the number services provided by Threedeemee along with 

Fractional NFTs such as the first Banksy pieces of art work. 

(b) Commission Rates on artwork sales such as Banksy with an agreed sales rate 

presently set a 2% of the sales price for the Banksy White House Rate with the 

option to create the NFT artwork and promote an additional 3 pieces of art over 

the following year. 

(c) Subscription and Promotional rates from Clients wishing additional advertising 

of their products on the VR Market Place (similar to Investment and realtors 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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offer clients) to ensure Clients are ranked higher on the page for a premium 

subscription. 

(d) From a combination of one-off Licence Fees” in conjunction with a rate for sales 

Commissions as: 

(e) Licence Fees: one off Licence fee £50K per major client. 

(f) Commissions on retail sales: at 2% chargeable at £0.75 per Item sold (£35 

average). 

(g) Additional revenues from Premium avatar sales are estimated with a growth of 

1% of the total number of customers over the period from 2022 to 2024. 

The three years trading position reflects revenues starting in quarters  as shown in the 

revenue assumption chart. 

Outsource Animation Services & Marketing Commissions 

 

 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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Online Retail Sales  

 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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The trading position in 2022 - 2024 reflects the modest increase of two major clients 

Year on Year with the goal to obtain a realistic 4% of sales being attributed to the use 

of Threedeemee avatars of each client’s online sales. 

Premium Avatar Revenues 
It is anticipated that while the automated system will achieve a very good likeness of a 

person’s own image however to reach photo likeness it is expected to require 3D 

modellers to manually make adjustments to the face and hair for some time to come. 

With this in mind, the animation team based in Bangkok will upgrade the avatars and 

offer more options such as clothing and accessories that can be purchased online. 

 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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The trading position in the following 3 years reflects the modest increase from 1 retail 

client within the first year and 2 subsequent client each year coming in with two percent 

(2%) of clients wishing to purchase Premium Avatars Year on Year. 

Three Year Trading Position (In GBPs) 

 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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Employment Plans 
The Chairman (Thai Resident) and CEO (Thai National) of Threedeemee both live in 

Bangkok and will be overall responsible for Threedeemee operations on a global basis. 

The COO who is based in London will always support the R&D team with all UK 

Accounting, Insurance, Policies, IP and legal requirements. Additional Expatriate experts 

in all forms of Animation, Computer Programming, Business development and Marketing 

will also be required to train local Thai personnel to the very highest standards. This 

transfer of knowledge initiative is due to the high expectations of international users the 

ability to communicate with their own nationals in the same language. Such experts will 

include academics from other universities as well as specialized supervisors from 

different movie studios around the world.  

A set of national and expatriate resumes are available on request: 

Employee Growth Strategy 
The growth strategy for the Threedeemee online shopping over the next three years will 
be organized and planned through Threedeemee. The organizational structures over the 
appropriate three-year period for the online shopping or outsourcing projects are as 
detailed below.  

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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Business Planning  
Marketing and Sales Plan  

The project’s Headquarters London with up from 2 people over the first year to 9 in the 
second year while the R&D and Marketing Team will be based in Bangkok Thailand and 
will consist of approximately 35 employees in year one: increasing to 50 in the second 
year where additional animation staff will be provided as necessary by Freelancer 
personnel.  

 
Market Strategy 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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The marketing strategy is summarised as follows: 

Pre-Commercial Funding 

• Seek funding from investors to kickstart Threedeemee to meet customer demand 
and finish of the core technology 

• Scale our NFTs services and provide extra marketing funds to promote the sale 
of the Banksy Whitehouse Rat over the first quarter. 

• Prioritise on investors with access to the high level network of strategic partners 
in the retail or Crypto industry.   

• Prioritise on retailers that are brand agnostic and have exposure to large online 
markets. 

• Where brand loyalty and thus exclusivity is a potential factor, preference to be 
driven by online footprint and revenue. 

• Seek retailers willing to trial and test the Threedeemee prototypes in return for a 
preferred status. 

Post Commercial Funding:  

• Add additional Engineers to create the Virtual Market place in Web3. 

• Integrate Threedeemee’s core technology into Threedeemee’s Web3 market 
platform. 

• Staff-up the sales and marketing team in the UK from 1 to 9 over a two-year 
period. 

• Work with Partners with extensive retail knowledge and contacts with multiple 
global clients with S&M teams based in the UK, MEA, and Asia.  

• Increase sales and marketing and animation studio personnel in Bangkok 
Thailand from 10 to 50 over the period of 2 years. 

• Use Digital Marketing as well as conventional marketing in tradeshows and 
exhibitions to drive client awareness on a global basis. 

At an early stage after commercialisation is completed, the intent will be to focus on an 
aggressive marketing campaign to within the Cryptocurrency NFT world, retailers within 
the e-retail fashion industry, as well as the gaming industry. Revenues from the product 
of the retail platform may be supplemented by minimal cost revenues from individuals 
wishing to purchase their own cloud based avatars.  The Marketing strategy will 
concentrate on the following areas:  

• Product: High-Quality 3D productions of NFTs and animated avatars in client 
catalogues that will be upgradeable for future technical advancements for online 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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shopping using a 3d VR scene such as meeting rooms, sports stadium and 
cultural events.  

• Price: License fee plus pay per use, volume dependent as either a percentage of 
sales or set arrangements with clients such as lump sum or lump sum licencing 
fee plus pay per use. An additional revenue stream is also possible after 
commercial funding where customers could be charged a nominal fee to purchase 
the Premium avatar package. 

• Promotion: Peer-to-peer digital advertising, webinars, including YouTube, 
Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat, LinkedIn, global distributors; targeting sectors 
of online retailers. 

• Placement: The product is sold via direct to online retailers and either free or at 
minimal cost to customers (individuals) wishing to purchase their own digital 
avatars on a cloud based platform. 

• People: To stay ahead of the competition we will depend on highly trained 
personnel with extensive experience in animation and the creation of avatars for 
use in e-retail on a global basis.  

• Virtual Reality Physical Environments: These products will be developed to the 
highest standards of 3D imagery using the background of a catalogue combined 
with suitable VR rooms with ambience, mood, and tone of the relevant sector’s 
environment.  

• Process: The value-added process that differentiates our services from the 
competition is our enhanced avatars in the customers own image plus global 
knowledge of multinational corporations and the ability to supply international or 
local consultants in any language or culture.  

• Packaging: IP protected by labelling and screen notices within software 
packages or in a cloud based IT Platform.  

Competition 
In all honesty, many companies have been trying to break into the online retail space 

for many years and most without success. No company, to our knowledge, has a 

scanning system that can automatically create an avatar in a person’s own image at 

this time. Some new VR platforms are coming online using opensource facial 

recognition technology however these only give a very basic facial resemblance 

(normally many years younger) and non-have the ability to create a person own body 

image.  

Many of the companies below have had to move their focus such as 3d garment 

visualization or are moving into the crypto world of NFTs. 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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Extensive Prior Art Patent research appears to indicate a growing amount of competition 
in the market place, where 2D and 3D fully animated avatars in one’s own image are 
employed in the online retail industry.  

The only fully articulated avatars that we are aware in the past was Body Labs who have 
not incorporated a scanning system into their process yet. Body Labs were created in 
2013 and sold to Amazon for an estimated $50 to $100 Million USD in October 2017 
however not much has been heard of them since! 
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https://techcrunch.com/2017/10/03/amazon-has-acquired-3d-body-model-startup-body-
labs-for-50m-70m/ 

 

Threedeemee software is being developed to enable any mobile device, with any 
camera, to create an avatar in your image in the comfort of your own home with 
millimetre accuracy. This will enable customers to view the online garments at partner 
retailers on their own avatar and choose the right garment size. Threedeemee software 
has been proven to work and now is being used to develop a ‘prototype’ for 
demonstration. IP will be protected. 

Strength, Weakness, Opportunity, Threat (SWOT) Analysis  
Strengths Weaknesses 

▪ First to market the use of ‘own full 
bodies image’ avatars with quality 
facial resemblance in a virtual reality 
crypto marketplace. 

▪ Unique online retail experience for the 
customer to buy digital NFT products 
free that redeems the actual products 
for free.  

▪ Realistic automated Avatars of a person 
that can meet with meet with friends 
and family in a digital space. 

▪ Improved online sales for retailor and 
reduced returns       

▪ Needs development time of 3 months to 
have the basic core technology 
completed that will be much better than 
the competitors. 

▪ Competition may be working on same 
concepts.  

▪ Time is of the essence 

▪ Lack of investment to ensure the 
marketing of Art work in the form of 
FNFT is a huge success 

▪ Insufficient budget to scale rapidly as 
and when required. 

▪ Unable to prove the market before 
investors will see the opportunity. 

▪ The garment retail sector are slow to 
and uneasy to manage change even 
after Covid. 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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▪ Multi-channel advertising and 
marketing revenues in both crypto and 
Fiat Currency exchanges. 

Opportunities Threats 

▪ Huge scalable global market in a 
growing crypto e-commerce industry 

▪ Associated markets using the avatar for 
other industry platforms  

▪ Fastest growing industry change in the 
way the people will use the metaverse 
of the near future. 

▪ Too much competition enters the 
market before us. 

▪ Crypto fluctuation and government 
regulations. 

▪ Entering China too early before Patents 
are in place could lead to an 
unacceptable competition. 

Sales and Marketing Plan  

The introduction of the following five-point sales plan will ensure a sound start up for the 
new venture.  

Direct Sales  

• Direct and social media marketing of Banksy’s Whitehouse Rat inquiries to bring 
in additional early revenues. 

• Professional trade shows and conferences  

• Utilization of in-house industry sector priority targeting 
 

Agent/Partner Channels  

• Companies who need our product themselves and whose existing   clients need 
our services to improve their current digital and online sales.  

• Individuals who wish to create their own NFTs at reasonable pricing. 

• Large digital retailing consulting firms that could offer our product as a value-
added service to their existing offerings.  

• Google. Apple, Amazon, Ebay and Alibaba. 
 
Licensing Agreements  

• Exclusive and non-exclusive licensing agreements on a global or market sector 
basis.  

• Non-exclusive agreements for specific sectors by distribution or agency to 
proliferate the brand.  

 
Personal Networks  

• Multinational business connections.  

• E-Commerce connections  

• Sporting celebrities and cultural connections 
 

Professional Bodies  

• NFT Trade and Crypto Organizations  

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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• Influencers and social media body’s 

• Retail organizations  

• Advisors and Consultants 

• British Chamber of Commerce   

Market & Sales Resources 

We have already identified several of the key management positions and are actively 
interviewing additional sales and marketing personnel for each core activity.   

The intent is to hire ambitious personnel with capacity to be promoted to positions of 
higher responsibility as the company grows. The cost of sales has been accounted for 
in the P&L throughout the first 3 years of operations to enable the sales and marketing 
team exhibiting at suitable international expositions in the major crypto, digital, retail and 
e- Commerce shows, as well as sectors in high technology exhibitions around the globe.  

Appendix A: Founding Directors  

The Threedeemee team have a passion for assisting young entrepreneurs, who possess 
unique creative ideas, achieve these expectations and beyond.  We have an abundance 
of global connections at the highest level, capable of being called on to support our 
opportunities. We thrive in a diverse multi-cultural environment; the foundation for 
discovering and implementing world class business solutions. Our aim is to build a strong 
team of talented individuals that strive to exceed goals whilst enjoying a great equal 
opportunity work environment.  

 

Mr Victor Watson (Founding Director and Chairman)  

Victor started his career when he joined the British Army in 1971 
and spent 9 years which comprised of 3 years as a regular soldier, 
followed by 3 years in the airborne forces and completing his time 
with the last 3 years in the British Special Forces (22 SAS); where 
he specialized in counter terrorism and hostage rescue. Following 
his time in the armed forces Victor worked for the Saudi Arabian 

Ambassador in Washington DC where he was Deputy Commander for the Ambassadors 
family close protection detail. The period with the ambassador’s wife gave Victor the 
opportunity for visit all fashion houses in Europe and the USA and later Victor opened 
his own Ladies Pret a Porter boutique in the USA carrying fashion lines such as 
Givenchy and other French brands. For the past 22 years’ Victor has spent most of his 
time consulting to the Oil and Gas Industry. His most prominent position was the Global 
Security Advisor for Schlumberger oil field service; where he was overall in charge of 
over 10,000 security personnel with an annual spend of over 170 million USD. Victor 
created the IP concept for managing SLB security and oversaw its development to what 
was considered the most advanced Security Management system in the industry. During 
this period, Victor was a leading expert of Security risk management systems and 

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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became the Vice Chairman of the Oil and Gas Producers (OGP) security committee 
where he excelled in developing the Enterprise and Security Management systems for 
OGP. https://www.linkedin.com/in/victor-watson-85644a72/ 

Mrs Cherlie Watson (Founding Director and CEO)  
 

Cherlie is 49 years old having graduated with a BA from the 
University of the Thai Chamber of Commerce in Business 
Management and went on to take her Executive MBA at the 
University for National Institute of Development Administration 
(NIDA). She later worked as the PA to the director general of the 
largest Thai department store chain and then with the major gold 
distributor in Thailand. She also took on a role as artistic designer 
and worked with the Thai Royal Palace in the restoration of the 

crown jewels and marketing custom jewellery for the palace as well as working with King 
Power in Bangkok. Since 2002 Cherlie has been the director of SCV Risk Management 
Company Ltd with Legal entities in Thailand and the Seychelles. Cherlie has strong legal 
understanding in Thai law and government regulations. She also has a robust 
background in marketing and e-commerce skills as well as an in-depth knowledge of 
web designs and animation. 

 

Mr Mike Mannering, (Founding Director and COO). 

An international career spanning over 43 years, managing global 

and local businesses and resident in diverse countries in Europe, 

Africa, Middle East and Asia and North and South America. 

Analytical skills to identify, manage and communicate key 

business drivers at board level and to executive management and 

lower levels. Experienced board member of international and 

national companies with several successful restructuring and refinancing activities 

concluded. 

Board Member and Independent Consultant Feb 2013- to date London UK. 

 

Director Polarcus Offshore since May 2018. A Norwegian seismic marine acquisition 

contractor based in Dubai and listed on the Oslo stock exchange. 

 

Chairman of Acoustic Data since Feb 2018. A technology start-up with PE money behind 

them offering low-cost acoustic telemetry systems for the Oil and Gas sector. 

 

Independent consultant and founder of Solbek Consulting Ltd. since Feb 2015 working 

for private equity funds focused on Oil and Gas.  

http://www.threedeemee.com/
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Chairman and investor since 2008 in Navetas Energy Management and its successor 

Maple Tree, a technology start-up for domestic energy measurement and management. 

2016 turnover circa £500K. Successfully sold Maple Tree in August 2017.Director of 

Songa Offshore since May 2013. A Norwegian drilling contractor, based in Cyprus and 

listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange. Acquired by TransOcean in  Jan 2018. 

 

Schlumberger President Rig Management Group Aug 2008 - Feb 2015 London UK 

President Rig Management Group responsible for all Schlumberger land rig operations 

(circa 90 rigs) following the buyout of the Saxon JV. Chairman of Saxon Land Drilling 

(2009-2013); a JV between Schlumberger and First Reserve. Ultimately responsible for 

all the land rigs contacted by IPM (circa 55). 

 

Diverse Oilfield Managerial positions Jan 1974 - Aug 2008  

Education 

BSc (First Class) Mechanical Engineering, University of Southampton, United Kingdom. 
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